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… what a perfect little distillation of the qualities of the Busch Trio … In short, they play with affection and
style … to put the music, and only the music, first’. 

Gramophone |CD Schubert | Richard Bratby | December 2020

Their  vision  also impresses  with  its  grandiose  moments:  tender  and vibrant  when dreaming,  the  three
accomplices open the windows wide in the more effusive sections. And with what nobility!

Diapason | CD Schubert | Nicolas Dermy | December 2020

This interpretation by the Lodon Busch Trio has quite a grave character. The sallow light in which the first
movement  is  bathed  evolves  to  a  flame  which,  sometimes  glowing,  sometimes  flickering,  is  equally
fascinating. With their clear structure, their lively tempi and overflowing contrasts the musicians create a
fascinating composition. With character, precision, style and great joy of playing: this interpretation is a
revelation!

Bachtrack | Flagey Piano Days Brussels | Valentin Gautron | February 17, 2020

...even after the modest passage of four years the youthful Busch Trio can boast one of the most notable
features of their namesake: a pooled decision to put the music, and only the music, first. Viewed overall
these are very fine performances, the two string players perfectly matched, with articulate piano playing
that never exceeds the limits of propriety. 

Gramophone | CD Dvořák Vol. II | Rob Cowan | 02/18

Watching and hearing the Busch Trio perform together [...], this deep connection is certainly palpable in
their music-making. Their combined sound is rich and beautifully blended, while their interpretations display
an almost telepathic degree of unity, allowing for total flexibility and spontaneity.

International Piano | MuziekHaven | Owen Mortimer | December 2019

The players make much of the bold rhetorical outbursts and emotional intensity of the first movement. In
the Andante they bring out many moods, of serenity, anxiety and mystery. It is possible in this performance
to hear signs of the awakening opera composer. There is some heated playing in the generally high-spirited
finale. [...] The recorded sound is warm and well balanced throughout.

The Strad | CD Dvořák Vol. II | Tim Homfray | October 2018
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https://www.gramophone.co.uk/review/schubert-trio-opus-100-sonatensatz-notturno-busch-trio
https://www.thestrad.com/reviews/dvoak-piano-quintets-and-bagatelles-busch-trio-maria-milstein-miguel-da-silva/8203.article
https://www.rhinegold.co.uk/rhinegold-publishing/magazines/international-piano/
https://www.gramophone.co.uk/
https://bachtrack.com/de_DE/critique-busch-trio-beethoven-schubert-flagey-studio-4-bruxelles-fevrier-2020
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My admiration for the Busch’s playing because they’re named after the great Adolf proves amply justified.
This is an outstanding disc!

Sunday Times | CD Dvořák Vol. II | DC | 10/2017

The Busch Ensemble is a piano trio bursting with far more than promise. …..the group already plays as
though musically joined at the hip - something to be expected with Epstein and his older brother Omri, the
group’ marvellously sensitive pianist. Even during the modest curtain raiser, Schubert’s Sonatensatz of 1812,
I quickly lost count of his nimble and subtle variations in touch, though the range only grew wider with the
extra firepower summoned for Tchaikovsky’s epic Piano Trio or Beethoven’s D major trio, the ‘Ghost’. [...]
Beyond the players’ individual gifts, what impressed most was the group’s effortless musicianship and unity
of thought and attack. The threesome even seemed to be breathing in synch.

The Times | Geoff Brown | January 1, 2015
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/busch-ensemble-at-wigmore-hall-vsw8vs5l662
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/classical-review-schubert-symphonies-1-8-berliner-philharmoniker-nikolaus-harnoncourt-g9m9jnvkn

